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Chapter 1 

Introduction  
 

The rapid expansion of Internet and multimedia technology has brought a large amount of data within our 

reach. Although so much information is available, searching and retrieving the content is still not that 

efficient. Furthermore, with the advancement of the multimedia technology we no longer use only 

computers for data storage but other devices like mobiles and PDAs are also used for accessing data and 

organizing online-data. In order to handle the information overload and facilitate the selection of most 

interesting data for user, search facility is essential in the system. As mentioned in [25] usually simple 

keyword-based search is not that accurate. Automatic extraction of the meaning of the query by natural 

language processing [26] is the most intuitive way to retrieve the relevant documents, yet to date natural 

language processing has not significantly improved performance of document retrieval. One way to make 

the retrieval process better may be to augment the content with semantic metadata [Definition 7]. 

Furthermore, usually naive queries can result in a large number of documents.  It is therefore essential that 

information systems should provide help to the user to make a better query.  

 

The problem of ambiguity in the user query is a major concern for any search engines; if the query is with 

low ambiguity then the normal search engine can return good results. But unfortunately this is not the case. 

Usually users give short queries which can not express their actual need properly since the meaning of the 

query terms may vary with context.  For example, the term ‘board’ can be a ‘committee having supervisory 

powers’ or can be a ‘flat piece of material designed for a special purpose’, both have totally different 

connotations. With this abundant and ambiguous information, and with time being one of the most precious 

commodities for most people, we need to be able to make flexible, ad-hoc queries that can quickly find 

exactly what we’re after while requiring the least effort possible.  

 

A query refinement facility recommends automatically generated term suggestions that the user can employ 

as a guide for improving the query. The user can add suggested terms to the original query to improve the 

effectiveness of the query. This thesis tries to demonstrate that the use of Ontology [Definition 74] together 

with the content metadata can facilitate semantic information retrieval services.  

 

The document is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter of the report gives an introduction about the 

Passepartout project and the scenario used in the project. The second chapter of the report is about the 

literature study done during the project. The literature study is presented covering the background 

technology used in the system in order to give the readers some background knowledge of the subject at 

hand. In the chapter 3, the Query Refinement algorithm is presented. Chapter 4 and 5 are about the design 
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and the implementation of the algorithm.  Chapter 6 is contains a brief evaluation of the system. Finally a 

conclusion with recommendations for future work is presented in last chapter.  

 

1.1. Project Overview 
 
Passepartout [5] is a project being executed under the ITEA program (Information Technology for European 

Advancement) which is working for the research and development of the software intensive system and 

services in various domains like home. The entire ITEA consortium consists out of a set of international 

partners like Philips Electronics B.V, Thomson R&D and institutes like TU/e, CWI are involved in it. Within 

ITEA team, NL-Passepartout represents the Dutch consortium. The aim of Passepartout is to couple home 

media-centers to home networks for rendering scalable content from high definition television (HDTV) to 

lower definitions in a seamless fashion. Integral to the content is the reactive access and interactivity of 

high-resolution graphics using ISO and W3C standards for object oriented TV. The goal of the project is to 

make a step towards ambient intelligence through personalization of content.  

 

Core of NL-Passepartout within the Passepartout project aims at studying the automatic generation of 

personal recommendations using dynamically built user profiles. These user profiles are used and 

presented in such a manner that the user always preserves the control over his/her Mass-Customization 

box and is able to locate interesting contents. The product is being built by considering future vision of the 

content consumption. The user wants to have their own content and use them in their own way. The idea of 

the project is to provide content and recommendations to the user that matches with their cultural and 

linguistic needs. 

 

The personal recommendations are used to make content accessible on either TV-screens, projectors, 

portable displays and possibly other media-players in a wireless home network. In this context some 

research is going on the mechanisms of incremental authoring of content on top of existing broadcast 

content and the sharing of this extra content with others by means of Internet video-chat groups. Besides 

this the research in the Passepartout also contains the study of standardized techniques as SMIL, 

MPEG4/7 and XMT as a basis for a new form of content-distribution and peer-2-peer sharing environments 

(P2P). 

 

The idea in Passepartout is to provide user a lot of freedom so that user himself is able to participate in the 

organization and preparation of the content that he wishes to consume. The resulting contents can be 

displayed on devices like HDTV, multiple beamers and mobile. If one user is watching a daily soap on the 

television the other can read additional information about one specific actor or director on her PDA or 

mobile. The content are present in different format like mp3 or mpeg, the user can choose which format he 

wants on the basis of his/her device.  
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1.2. Scenario  
 
Media content and the way of their consumption play a very important role in system. The concept in 

Passepartout involves various devices and technologies put together into one application.  So, a scenario 

named as “Maxima Scenario” was created to make the concept comprehensible for people who are not 

involved in the project or do not have sufficient background information. The users of the system and author 

of the content uses the system in different ways like to create modify or delete content.  

 

 

Figure 1 Visualization of Maxima Scenario 

 
The Maxima scenario is about a French family. The family is assumed to be financially well off, but they live 

in the United Kingdom in a region outside their home country and their parental background. The parents 

want their children to integrate with the local community but also value their heritage linguistics, culture and 

religion, so they can effectively communicate with distant relatives.  The family consists of Maxima, her 

husband and three children of different age groups. The youngest of them is Pre-school going child, the 

next is school going child who is dyslectic (problem in reading and writing) and the eldest is early teenager. 

 

Maxima create the Packages [2] for her children. The children are defined to have different ages, as well as 

different characteristics and wishes. She is particularly determined that her children, including disabled 

ones, should be effectively multilingual and multicultural and is willing to invest her time in manipulating the 

multimedia package contents accordingly. Therefore the mother will be a teacher of her children and also 

the director of the multimedia contents that her children will consume. She also maintains strong views on 
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the suitability of content from non-EU sources, understanding both the strengths and weaknesses of these 

sources. She understands the need to transfer her skills for control of media objects to her children, and to 

be proactive in the use of communication tools to friends and family. 

 

1.3. Goal and Problem Definition 

 
In Passepartout the user are allowed to perform various activities. For instance, create their own content or 

download the content from different media and so on. With the passage of the time a large amount of the 

data will be available. So, the effective search of the packages should be possible. There is so much 

information available even only on the Internet that it is impossible to imagine life without search engines. 

Traditional search engines are intended to make the web more accessible and easier to use, but all too 

often they end up generating thousands of links and with little or no relevance for the user. If the users can 

give very unique and precise query then the most relevant contents can be retrieved without much trouble. 

Unfortunately this is not very feasible because it is very hard for the users to specify such a query. So, it is 

very important to assist user in making the right queries. In addition to assist the users in making the right 

queries content should be provided in a personalized way. An efficient Information retrieval system should 

provide the results which are user’s information need driven and are personalized.   

  

In Passepartout to realize the mentioned scenario various research topics need to be addressed but the 

main focus of this thesis was Query Refinement. The Query Refinement algorithm which was developed as 

a part of this project was implemented in a system named as “SenSee” system (designed and developed at 

TU/e). SenSee application was built in the context of the Passepartout project being a platform for 

personalization and interaction in an ambient environment. As a part of content (Package [Definition 10 ]) 

search, query refinement will be done in order to provide search results based on an individual’s 

preferences, personal profile and other factors. The contents used in the system are based on a new 

emerging standard known as TV-Anytime. In order to realize the package search in the system we need to 

exploit the content on which this search will be based. To achieve the above goals we are using Ontologies 

and user model [Definition 21]. In brief the goals of the project are:  

 

1. First part of the project consists of investigating about the TV-Anytime specification and identifying 

the pros and cons of using it in the system. 

2. The second part of the project covers designing of a Query Refinement Algorithm. 

3. The design developed in the previous phase needs to be implemented and the integrated with other 

components of the system. Furthermore, the integration testing needs to be done to check the 

compatibility of the query refinement component with other components.  

4. The last part of the project is to analyze the performance of the implementation.  
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Chapter 2 

Information Modeling 
 
The chapter gives an introduction about the background concepts used in the system. It is divided into two 

sub sections. Since the content modeling in Passepartout is different than traditional  broadcasting so it is 

necessary to explain them in detail so the first section of this chapter describes TV-Anytime [3] , which 

defines the data format and the meta-data used for the content in the SenSee application. The second 

section contains a description about the ontologies used in the system and their structure. The last section 

is about the meta-model used to formulate user profile and preferences.  

  

2.1. TV-Anytime Specification  
 
TV-Anytime forum [3] is an organization which is working for the development of the specification of 

persistent audio-video or other kind of services on consumer platform. It was established in 1999. TV-

Anytime defines the metadata format so that meta-data can be exchanged between various entities such as 

between the content provider and consumer, among consumers, or between a third-party metadata 

provider and the consumer. 

 

The meta-data of the content used in the system is based on the TV-Anytime specification. So, it is 

important to know the basic concepts of TV-Anytime. The TV-Anytime metadata is represented in XML. 

 

In the context of TV-Anytime the meta-data means descriptive data about content such as program title, 

synopsis. This meta-data is called attractor because on the basis of this information the end-user will decide 

whether or not to acquire a particular piece of content.  TV-Anytime meta-data is divided into two phases 

mainly Phase 1 and Phase 2.  

 

TV-Anytime Phase-1 [1] is the set of specifications that enable various operations on the content from both 

broadcast and online media. Metadata specification addresses a data model that allows a broadcaster or 

consumer to describe the content available within the broadcast system.  

 

TV-Anytime phase 2 [2] is the extension of the phase 1. Few new concepts like Packages, Targeting 

(Automatically matching and delivering the content to the profiled consumer), and Re-distribution (sharing 

the content in and around the system) were added to the Phase 2.  Phase 2 specification is backward 

compatible with that of phase 1 so all the elements in the phase 1 are still present in the phase 2 but new 

elements were added. As mentioned before, in phase 2 the concept of packaging was introduced. Since the 
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complete search mechanism is intended to operate on packages, it is important to understand the structure 

of packages and related concepts.  

 

Package structure  
 
Package is a logical structure in which items and components can be grouped together. A package itself 

does not contain any content, rather just a reference to the content. In order to illustrate the concept of the 

packages, we will take the example of a News package. Packages can combine different types of contents 

like games, interactive applications, audio video contents or text together in one unit. 

 

 

Figure 2 Package structure 
 
For example, the above package Figure 2 contains two topics i.e. ‘Local News’ and ‘World News’ so we can 

say that the package is about ‘News’. The content of a package can be in any digital form like video or 

audio or web pages. In the above example the package contains the ‘worldSports’ both in audio format and 

in video format. Package consists of a set of content items and components, and can provide a decision 

tree, where the device and user can make choices depending upon usage environment and required user 

experience.  

 

The Package element may contain an optional Declaration element that is used to define a set of package 

elements (like Item, Component, Descriptor) in a document without actually instantiating them and use them 

for later use in a document by using reference. According to TV Anytime standards one package can refer 

to other package, which makes them more interesting. Package could be obtained from different sources 
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like from the Internet, broadcasted media or local storage. The users can make their own packages and can 

publish them so that others can also use them. The package consists of the three elements: Items and 

Components and Resources.  

 

• Item: An Item [7] is a collection of sub-items and components. It represents a multimedia experience as 

a unit of consumption. For example, it may be a Video/Audio clip, for which there is a choice between 

different encoding formats. They are bound with an optional descriptor, which gives description like title 

or images with it. Items may contain choices, which can be customized or configured. It is possible to 

have an item inside an item. If we take the case of an interactive sports application, which enables the 

user to view a football match from different camera angles, there would be a top-level item that defines 

the Interactive Sports experience. This item could then contain another item that allows the selection of 

the Video-encoding format based on receiver capabilities.  

 

• Component: Components binds a resource to a set of descriptor. Component actually contains CRID 

[8] (explained below) and these CRID contain locator which points to the actual content. A component 

in this context is any kind of digital material, such as applications, textual, video and audio files. The 

data type here is based on MPEG 21 Digital item declaration language (DIDL).   

 

• Resource: Resource is an individual identifiable asset that is contained in a component such as a video 

or audio clip, an image, an application or a textual asset. It is possible that same contents are present 

on different media. So all resources shall be locatable via an unambiguous address which is known as 

CRID. By using a unique identifier (CRIDs) Resources could refer to contents on different media.  

 

The advantage of using the packages is the possibility to combine of different type of contents in one unit. It 

increases user experience and gives user more freedom for selection of content. Consumers can compose 

a complete interactive package containing applications, data, text, graphics, video and audio files and links 

to other online content on their Personal Digital Recorder. Another advantage of the packages is that the 

content creator/ consumers do not have to make packages from scratch rather they can refer to the existing 

packages. Packages support different relationships i.e. Spatial and Temporal between Items/Components. 

This provides more flexibility to the structure of the package. It allows the user to customize their 

experiences with their tastes.  They can choose in which order they want to see the items and components 

inside the package. The main problem with the packaging concept is administration overhead. It is very 

important to make a proper structure of the package otherwise the whole concept of package is useless. Its 

success is dependent on the discipline of the package creator.  
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CRID and Locators  
 
CRID is Content Reference Identifier that uniquely identifies packages and components. The reference of 

one package to another can be done via a CRID. All the Items in the packages are referred by Item id which 

is not necessarily unique. The only thing that needs to be unique is the CRID of the package or the 

component.   

 

CRIDs can point to other CRIDs or Locators which contains the actual location of the content. The 

interesting thing about CRID is that it refers to the content independent to its location. A CRID can be a 

Group CRID or an Elementary CRID. 

 

Group CRID consists of a set of CRIDs. When it is resolved the output is not locators but another set of 

CRIDs but when the Elementary CRID is resolved the result is a set of locators. If a CRID resolves into a 

set of locators then they all point to the same contents but on different media. Then the system takes care 

of the selection between different locations. First it will look at the local storage if it is there then it will give 

the content immediately to the consumer. But if they are not stored locally then it will search on the different 

media, which have different priorities. The syntax of the CRID is: 

 

CRID ://< Authority>//<data> 

Where,  

<Authority> = <DNS NAME><Name extension>  

<DNS NAME> = Registered Internet domain name.  

 

CRID Authority:  CRID authority is a remote service which is used to resolve CRIDs into multiple CRIDs 

or locators. There are two functions of the CRID authority  

 

1. To assign CRIDs to the new Packages and components  

2. To Resolve the CRIDs. 

 

There could be many CRID authorities that can resolve CRIDs. In order to maintain the uniqueness, the 

whole combination of the DNS name and Name extension should be used.  If Name extension is used it is 

always proceeds with a semicolon (;).  So valid CRID could be:- 

 
www.example.com 

www.example.com ;TV Anytime 

 
There are many advantages in using the CRIDs but following are most important: 
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1. CRID provides location independent Content Referencing. So if the location of the content is changed 

we don’t have to change CRID at all. It is the responsibility of the CRID authority/ resolution locator to 

change the resolution such that a CRID will point to the new content location rather than the old one. 

2. It is possible to construct hierarchical structure. It is possible to use Group CRIDs to point to a set of 

programs which can further resolve into different series and so on.  

3. Alternative forms of the same content can be referred. So even the same content could be stored on 

different distribution channels but they can be uniquely identified by the system.  

 

Instance meta-data identifier: 
 
In order to make reference between different formats of the same contents instance meta-data identifier 

[7] is attached with the locators. So, if more than one instance of the same content exists then with locator 

corresponding instance descriptions would also be received as a result of CRID resolution. This could be 

used if user wants to make a choice between different formats of the same content. The use of instance 

meta-data identifier is optional. The syntax of instance meta-data identifier is:- 

 

Imi :[< name>/] <data> 

Where, 

<name> = Registered Internet domain name. If the name of imi is same as 

the name of the CRID then name from the imi can be omitted. 

<data> = Free format string that is URI compliant. 

 

Examples of valid imi might be:- 

 

Imi:example.com/myexample 

Imi:myexample: If the name of CRID authority is same as imi we can omit name 

field in imi. 

 

Instance meta-data identifier must be unique inside a CRID. So if a CRID is resolve into multiple locators 

and multiple imi inside each locator then the locator and imi combination must be unique.   
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2.2. Ontologies 

Ontology [10] is a formal specification of a conceptualization of a domain of interest. Ontology is used to 

describe a thing and its relation with other things. It includes machine-interpretable definitions of basic 

concepts in the domain and relations among them. An ontology need to specify descriptions for the 

following kinds of concepts: 

• Classes (general things) in many domains of interest 

• The relationships that can exist among things 

• The properties (or attributes) those things may have 

Ontologies are usually expressed in a logic-based language, so that detailed, consistent and meaningful 

distinctions can be made among the classes, properties, and relations. The idea of semantic web is to 

create a universal medium for information exchange by putting documents with machine–interpretable way. 

In order to make this possible some information needs to be attached to the web-pages and various 

documents on Internet. Ontologies help us to achieve this goal. It provides a way to create and structure 

meaningful information (meta-data).  

 

The main purpose of the Ontology is to define a common vocabulary for people, databases and applications 

to share information in a domain and make knowledge re-use possible. For-example, there are so many 

web-sites that provide information about ‘Semantic Web’ if they all use their own terminology then it is very 

difficult to share information. If all these web-sites share and publish the same underlying ontology of the 

terms then it is possible to query across multiple resources and extract information from them and make 

conclusion on the basis of multiple resources. This can be used to generate new information on the basis of 

the information in those web-sites and also if they all follow the same underlying structure then it will be 

possible to re-use information. 

 

Ontologies serve more purposes as well like data integration, knowledge acquisition, knowledge 

management, web-based services and many other information applications. There are different types of 

ontologies. A few important from them are listed below:-  

 

1. General Ontology: These are general purpose ontology which is independent of any domain. For 

example WordNet Ontology.  

2. Domain: Domain ontologies are made for some particular domain like ontology for medical domain 

or Biology domain. 

3. Upper Ontology: Upper ontologies sever more than one purpose and can be used in one than one 

domain like SUMO ontology. 
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4. Application: These types of ontologies are generated for some specific task or application. These 

are usually not re-usable. Like ontology made for particular office. 

Actually, ontologies provide the means to establish a globally-agreed and formal representation of the 

shared metadata. As our system will be used by the home Television viewers various ontologies can be 

used but in SenSee application we focusing only on three. All the ontologies we are using are written in 

OWL [Definition 9].   

We chose OWL for representing our ontologies because it is a very expressive language and is much more 

flexible than RDF or RDFS It allows us to describe the semantics of knowledge in machine readable form. It 

adds more vocabulary for describing classes and properties like cardinality, relations between other 

classes. The ontologies used in system are namely: - WordNet Ontology, Geo Ontology and TV-

Anytime. Now we will discuss used ontologies in detail in next section. 

2.2.1. WordNet Ontology 

 
WordNet [28] is a domain independent ontology. It covers most words of a language and has a hierarchical 

structure based on the relations between these words. It provides concepts from many domains. The 

WordNet ontology not only available in English language but it is available in Dutch, Italian, Spanish and 

other languages as well. In other words we can say that it is Lexical Database for the different Languages. It 

can enhance the semantic of the terms in the query. WordNet is organized by semantic relations. The 

syntactic category of each word determines its semantic relation.  

 

The purpose of WordNet is twofold: to produce a combination of dictionary and thesaurus and to support 

automatic text analysis. The main difference between WordNet and a normal Dictionary is that WordNet 

divides the lexicon into five categories; noun, verb, adjective, adverbs and function words. Unlike normal 

Dictionary WordNet describes the relation of a term with other terms for instance as hypernym [Definition 4], 

hyponyms [Definition 5] and antonyms [Definition 2]. 

 

In general adding related words to the original query should result in more accurate results. For example if 

the original query term was ‘car’ then it is useful to include auto, automobile, motor car  etc, in the query as 

well, since if a package contains one of these extended terms then it would also appear in the result set. 

This process of adding additional term has a few disadvantages. First and the most important is noise term. 

Many terms that are not important for the user query will also be added in the query which will affect the 

final results and eventually user satisfaction level. The second is a performance issue. Adding a large 

number of terms in the query will make search process slow.  
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Structure of WordNet 
 
The WordNet schema has three main classes: Synset, WordSense and Word.  

 

• Word: Since same words in different languages have different meaning like in English word "chat" 

is different to the French word "chat" so word class is used to distinguish between these words. A 

Word is a form of a word in a specific language.  

 

• WordSense: WordSense is a class of words with specific senses. For example word ‘bank’ in the 

sense of ‘financial institute’ is different than the sense ‘river bank’. A wn:WordSense can be thought 

of as representing a (word, synset) pair. Each word sense has exactly one word that represents it 

lexically and one word can be related to one or more word sense. The properties wn:inSynset and 

wn:hasWordSense relate synsets(specified below) and word senses. 

 

• Synset: Synset is the basic concept of the WordNet. It represents a set of synonyms [Definition 19], 

and has a unique index to make it unambiguous. In the synset each word is stored with its sense 

[Definition 17] and its synonyms. The synsets are represented by resources of type wn:Synset. 

WordNet distinguishes between nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs because they follow different 

grammatical rules. There are four types of synsets containing nouns, verbs, adjective and adverbs 

for example for the word ‘good’ WordNet contains ‘synset-good-noun’ and ‘synset-good-adjective’ 

or ‘synset-good-adverb’. A synset contains one or more sense and each sense belongs to exactly 

one synset. 

 

The WordNet ontology used in the system is modeled in RDF [Definition 15]. We are syntactically analyzing 

the user query and assigning each of the word from the query an appropriate sense. WordNet is divided 

into three smaller ontologies:- 

 

1. WordNet Glossary:  WordNet glossary is an ontology which contains senses (textual description) for 

words. So if a word has three senses then the glossary will contain textual description for all of these 

three senses. The following RDF snippet contains the RDF triples for senses. In the Figure 3, 

‘wn20instances:synset-news-noun1’ is a subject of an RDF statement, ‘new information about 

specific…..’ is the object and ‘wn20schema:gloss’ is the property that relates a word with its sense.  
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Figure 3 WordNet Glossary 

 
2. WordNet Synonyms: WordNet synonym is sub-ontology of WordNet that deals with synonyms of 

words. The following RDF snippet explains the structure of this RDF file, where each sense of a word is 

stored with its synonym. For example in the given snippet, the sense synset-news-noun-1 of ‘news’ 

contains two synonyms namely ‘news’ and ‘tidings’. This is represented in the form of triples in Figure 4, 

where ‘wn20instances:synset-news-noun-1’ is a subject and ‘news’ is an object and they are connected 

by the predicate (relation) ‘Wn20schema:senseLabel’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 WordNet Synonyms Ontology 
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3. WordNet Hyponym: Hyponyms represents the words which are more specific than a given word. For 

example, for the sense ‘synset-news-noun-1’ there are three hyponyms mainly good ‘news’, ‘latest’ and 

‘update’ which is shown in the following RDF. Hyponyms are generally used expand the queries.  
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2.2.2. Geo Ontology 

  
Geographic ontology [23] encodes the knowledge of terminology and structure of geographical space like 

name of the places, spatial relations between the places. As in [21] “A global geo-ontology would represent 

the knowledge of all the places on Earth”. It is a domain specific ontology which contains information about 

the geographic location. As the user query can contain terms which are related to the geographical 

information then it is important to use geo ontology. Geo ontology is used in order to make the terms related 

to geographic information more accurate. We have made our own Geo ontology which contains countries 

from Europe only. There are 7 countries from Europe namely The Netherlands, Belgium, France, Denmark, 

Greece, Spain and United Kingdom. Figure 5 shows the structure of the ontology as seen in Protégé 

(ontology editor and knowledge Acquisition system). It contains three concepts province, Country and City.  

 

 
Figure 5 Geo Ontology 

 
In OWL instances/individual represent the objects in the domain. For example actual value of the countries 

like ‘Spain’ or ‘The Netherlands’ are the instances of the class Country and similarly all provinces and cities 

are instances of their corresponding classes. Object properties are used to relate instances with one 

another. As shown in the  

Figure 6 object property hasProvince is used to link a country (domain) to its province (range). In the 

diagram we can see that properties can be modified further like making a property Functional or 

InverseFuntional. If a property is Functional, for a given instance, there can be at most one individual that is 

related to the individual via this property. 

 

Each property can also have a corresponding Inverse property. If some property links an individual ‘a’ to ‘b’ 

then its inverse property will link ‘b’ to ‘a’. And another type of property is InverseFunctional. If a property is 

InverseFunctional that means the inverse property is functional. 
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Figure 6 Properties in Country class 

 
It is possible to add symmetric and transitive properties. If an individual ‘a’ is linked to ‘b’ by an object 

property then its Symmetric property will link ‘b’ to ‘a’ as well. Last property is the Transitive property which 

is like a transitive relation. If a property is transitive and it relates individual ‘a’ to ‘b’ and it also relates 

individual ‘b’ to ‘a’ then we can say then it will relate ‘a’ to ‘c’ as well.  

2.2.3. TV-Anytime Ontology 

 
TV-Anytime ontology organizes the information about packages according to TV-Anytime Classification 

Schemas.  TV-Anytime provides various classification schemas [2] for example IntendedAudienceCS, 

IntentionCSConcentCS and LanguageCS. These all are XML files that contain all the relevant information 

about the specific concept for instance, IntendedAudienceCS contains all the possible audiences for 

television like Adults, Young and LanguageCS contain all the possible Languages in which the contents can 

be present. In SenSee system only ContentCS is used which contains different Genres for packages. 

Genre can be defined as a category that tells something about the type of data content. 

  

The translation of classification schema into OWL ontology is done in order to integrate the domain specific 

knowledge into the TV-Anytime meta-data specification and to share the common structure easily with other 

applications as well. The following snippet gives an example of the ContentCS in XML as well as OWL 

format.  
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Various classes of the OWL snippet are the Genres. All the Genres have names but since the name of two 

classes can be same that’s why a unique number is used for identification e.g. ‘NON-FICTION’ is 

represented by value 3.1. The ContentCS allows the encoding of content in different languages like in the 

following example the contents are specified in English. The following example contains a sub-set of TV-

Anytime ontology where class ‘News’ is subclass of ‘Non-Fiction’. 
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     Figure 7 TV-Anytime Ontology 
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2.3. User Model 
 
One of the goals of the SenSee system is to get personalized search results and recommendation. 

Personalization is about making system work as per user’s requirement and to give results that fits best with 

user’s needs and tasks. Since not all users are alike it is not possible to have such a behavior unless that 

system has a model of the particular user with whom it is currently interacting. This model is called User 

Model [Definition 21], which could include all the information system knows about the user like his/her 

abilities, attitude or preferences in different areas like in news, TV and music and so on.  In user model 

each user has its individual identity. In SenSee system User model is kept dynamic so as the user works 

with the system user model can be modified accordingly. The User model is written in RDF and it has two 

parts User Profile [Definition 22] and User Context [Definition 20] which is explained in the following section. 

2.3.1. User Profile 
User profile models the personal information about the user. As an example, it contains what users prefer or 

if they have any physical limitations. The user profile contains information about user’s personal 

preferences and his personal information like his age, his address etc. Usually the user profile is created 

when the user logs in to the system for the first time. The users can update their profile any time they want 

and some of the classes like user preferences are updated automatically as the user uses the system. The 

user profile is modeled in RDFS [Definition 16]. In Figure 8 you can see all the classes of user profile as 

seen in Protégé. The User Profile relates to several other classes such as Ability, Personalia, and Interest 

etc. The purpose of some classes is very clear from their name like Name and Address class stores the 

name and the address of the user, rest of the classes are explained below:- 

 

1. Traits:  Traits are used in content filtering. The content filterer uses this knowledge to know what kind of 

person the user is. The value of various trait levels is set between 1 and 10 to show in which category 

the user belongs to. The traits used in system are:- 

1. Experience driven 

2. Materialistic 

3. Self-fulfilling 

4. Conservative 

5. Indolent 

6. Strive for status  

 

2. SystemPermission: In case a wants to restrict the access of certain content based on who has logged 

in they can use SystemPermission to do so. For example in Maxima Scenario the mother is content 

creator and she has more control over than system than any of her children. So, before displaying the 

content it is important to know who is going to use the system. SystemPermission contains three 
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classes namely Restricted User, Admin and Guest User which vary in level of content access they can 

have. 

 
Figure 8 User Profile 

 
3. Preferences: Preference class stores the preferences of the user like preference for device. While 

retrieving the packages, their preferences play a very important role. It has three classes namely 

DevicePreference, InterfacePreference and PrivacyPreference. The system can utilize this information 

in order to choose the appropriate medium for displaying the content.  

 

4. Personality: Personality contains information about individual’s personality. Personality could be more 

elaborate as being a subclass of cognitive aspects, which also could comprise mental, emotional and 

other personal characteristics. Properties associated with this class explain five important personality 

traits of the user for example about his openness or agreeableness.  
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5. Ability: The motivation of this project is to make a system for different people having different abilities. 

As mentioned in the Maxima scenario one of the children has the problem of Dyslexia. So it is important 

to consider the abilities in the user so that user gets the content according to their abilities. The ability 

class describes the information like impairment of a user’s visual and auditory system. The class has 

various properties like abilityToRead, abilityToWrite. 

 

6. Personalia: Personalia contains personal information about the user like Age, Gender, Income, 

Education Level. One of the important information stored in this class is the about the primary language 

of the user. Various options on the user interface are shown to the user accordingly to their primary 

language.  

 

7. Interests: As the name implies Interests contains information for the user interests. This information 

can be used in the query refinement. While computing the weights of the terms in the query user 

preferences can be checked to see whether user likes some term or dislikes it. For example user enters 

search term ‘Music’ and the user profile has ‘Folk Music’ as the user interest then the importance of 

‘Folk Music’ which is in TV-Anytime ontology as well is more than ‘Rock Music’ or ‘Classical Music’. 
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2.3.2. User Context 

 
User context contains all the relevant information about the user’s current situation and environment. User 

context is more dynamic than user profile because the purpose the user profile is to enable the system to 

adapt according to user’s current situation. As the user profile, user context is also modeled in RDFS.  The 

information about the user context can be gathered by the use of the sensors. This needs to be kept up to 

date to give the relevant content to the user. Figure 9 shows the various classes in user context as seen in 

protégé. User context class contains various classes and properties. Various arrows in the diagrams 

represent the domain-range relations between various classes.  

 
Figure 9 user context 

 
1. Mood: Mood class stores the user’s mood and strength of the mood. Currently 10 moods like happy, 

sad, angry, relaxed etc are stored which shows the current state of the user’s mind. The recommender 

can utilizes this information to give the content to the user according to their mood.  

 

2. PhysicalEnvironment: PhysicalEnvironment class contains information of user’s surrounding 

environment. It consists of two classes namely Home and public space. User can specify whether they 

are at Home or in some other place. These classes have properties like geographical information, noise 

or humidity etc.  
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3. ProperInterval: ProperInterval information is used to include the time information in the user context. 

This can be utilized to show content to the users according to the current time. Each statement of the 

user model can represent a particular context for example if the user likes to watch ‘news in the 

morning’ this might be valid only in morning. The ProperInterval class is using the Time ontology. Time 

ontology contains a lot of classes and ProperInterval is one of them. We have made instances of this 

class in order to add the exact value of a time instance. For instance, ‘Morning’ is a ProperInterval and 

an instance of this contains value between 05.00 a.m. to 11.30 am. and by means of this value we can 

retrieve information in particular time frame.  

 

4. Device: As mentioned earlier the packages can be available in different formats. The user can access 

content on devices like HDTV or mobile. Usually device like mobile can not handle high quality formats 

so while displaying the results on the user interface the device must be known beforehand so that the 

user can get quality packages according to their devices. 

 

5. Location:  This function of location class is to store the user’s geographical location. The information in 

this class can be used by the recommender and the query refiner to retrieve the packages related to 

users present location. 

 

6. User: The user class provides the possibility to store the user id. All the users in the system have 

unique ids which is stored in the class.  

 

7. Bio-Sensor interpretation and Bio-Sensor context: The purpose of having this Bio-sensor related 

information is to provide a support for a prototype pillow which contains a pressure sensor to trace user 

behavior. They can also store information like what is the current posture of user and so on. These 

classes are not being used now. 
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Chapter 3 

Package Search Strategy 
 
After being introduced to the background technology and concepts, we can now move on to the main focus 

of the project which is query refinement. It is one of steps of the overall Package Search Strategy. First an 

overview of the complete Package Search process is described. Then the individual steps of query input, 

query refinement, query execution and ranking of the results are elaborated. 

 

Process overview  
 
The package search process is based on using ontologies to enhance the semantic of the terms used in a 

query. In contrast, the normal text based search uses only uses the original terms which are provided with 

the query. In the context of packages it is important that the user is able to retrieve the media he is 

searching for in an effective manner. The structure of the package makes it possible for us to exploit the 

presence of meta-data information to our advantage. For example, a package contains information about its 

Genre as well its production date or name of actor/director. This information makes it easier for us to 

retrieve the relevant packages. Another property which distinguishes the package search from normal text 

based search is the fact that usually in the normal search we need to look in to the content to come up with 

the relevant results. In package search we are searching in meta-data since the content itself is mainly in 

multimedia form.  The search process is divided into three main steps: 

 

• Query Input 

• Query Refinement 

• Query Execution and Ranking 

 

In Figure 10, overall search process is described. As shown in the diagram, user interaction is needed at 

two instances during the search. First (step 1), the user must provide the terms for the query and after the 

query refinement process the user must select/deselect any term (step 7). Only after this the actual 

execution of query can take place.  
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    Figure 10 Overview of Query Refinement & Execution Process 

 

3.1. Query Input 

 
The first step of the search is the user input (1. Query Input in Figure 10) on which refinement can be 

done. The user can enter the input query in the user interface like any normal search engine. The user 

needs to enter the query in a text box in the user interface and then submit it for the refinement. Like normal 

search on the web the search is case in-sensitive and if certain terms need to be considered together then 

they must be quoted. 

3.2. Query Refinement  

 
Following are the main steps in the query refinement algorithm:- 

 

1. Removal of irrelevant terms from the query. 

2. Addition of  matching concepts and synonyms from WordNet ontology (3. lookup WordNet) 

3. Addition of relevant Genres from TV-Anytime ontology (4. lookup TV-Anytime). 

4. Addition of  matching locations from Geo ontology (5. lookup Geo)  

 

Below you will find the detailed description of these steps. For each of the steps the transformations on a 

given input performed by that step are captured in the inset.  

 

1. The user query Q consists of set of search terms {t1… tn}. In our case we are performing Query 

Reduction [Definition 13] first (using stop word removal) and then Query Expansion [Definition 12].  
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Before removing stop words [Definition 18], care is taken for phrases for example if user wants to write 

‘Sports Car’ and if he writes it without double quotes then ‘Sports’ and ‘Car’ are treated separately and 

result will be different than “Sports Car”. If the term is given in double quotes then only those packages 

will be retrieved where ‘Sports’ and ‘Car’ appear together.  

 

Input Let Q be the user query with terms {t1 t2 t3 }. Suppose  t2 is a stop word 

Action Stop word removal 

Output Q’={ t1 t3} 

 

2. Usually the search terms contain ambiguity for example if the original query is ‘Bank’ then there can be 

different meaning/context of ‘Bank’ like ‘River bank’ or ‘a supply or stock held in reserve for future use’. 

These are totally different contexts and have different synonyms. WordNet helps to add synonyms from 

this specific context or sense [Definition17] (textual description of the words). This should improve our 

chances of finding relevant results. In addition to disambiguation use of the ontologies also helps in 

finding additional packages where the original terms do not appear directly.    

2.1.  For every search term, matching senses are retrieved from WordNet and shown to the user. As a 

result of this step we will get all the senses that are either exact or partial match of the query term. 

User can select one or more senses by clicking on them. By default only the exact matches are 

added to the query. 

  

2.2. When a user selects one or more senses then the synonyms for the selected sense is added to 

the original query Q. 

 

If the user does not select any sense then by default all the senses of the direct matching concepts will 

be used and synonym of all of these senses will be added to Q. For example the user query is ‘news’ 

and after the execution of the step 2.1  we will get all the senses of the term ‘news’ as well as partial 

match of ‘news’ like the ‘Business news‘ which contains ‘news’ in it.  If the user does not want to select 

any thing on the user interface then the synonyms of all the direct matches for ‘news’ will be added but 

the terms like ‘Business news’ will not included in to the query.   

Input Q={ t1, t3}  

Action Look in WN to find sense for (∀t ε Q) 

Output Set of matching WordNet concepts  Cwn(t1 ) and Cwn (t3) 

Input {t1, t3, Cwn (t1), Cwn(t1 )}   

Action Add Syn(Cwn(t1)) and Syn(Cwn(t3)) to the original query terms  

Output Q
WN

 = {t1, t3} U Syn (Cwn (t1)) U  Syn (Cwn (t3))} 
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Figure 11 Refinements with WordNet Ontology 
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3. With the query obtained from WordNet (Q
WN

) refinement is performed with TV-Anytime ontology.  

 

3.1. For all the original terms and for the synonyms of that terms obtained from the WN the search is 

done in the TV-Anytime ontology.  If there is any match in the TV-Anytime then concepts will be 

added to query.  

 

 

3.2. The node hierarchy of selected terms is shown to the user. The user can keep the selected nodes 

or change the selection nodes by clicking on them. The matching node will be included in query. If 

the user does not select any node then all the selected concepts will be added to query.  

 

 

Input Q
WN

 = {t1, t3} U  Syn(Cwn(t1)) U  Syn(Cwn(t3))  

Action Find match for all input terms in TV-Anytime ontology  

Output Matched concepts CTVA(t1) and CTVA(t3) 

Input Q
WN

 = {t1, t3,  Syn (Cwn (t1)),  Syn (Cwn (t3))} 

Action User can keep CTVA (t1) and CTVA (t3) or add new concepts to the query. If the  user doesn’t 

change any concepts 

Output Q
TVA

 =  { t1, t3,  Syn(Cwn(t1)),  Syn(Cwn(t3)), CTVA(t1), CTVA(t3) } 
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Figure 12 Refinements with TV-Anytime ontology 
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4. The package meta-data may contain some information about the geographical location so; the next 

step in the refinement is the expansion of the query with the Geographical ontology, which is performed 

in the similar manner as with TV-Anytime.  

 

4.1. With the original terms and their synonyms, the search will be done in the geographical Ontology. 

All the original terms in the query and for the synonyms of the terms are searched in the Geo.  

 

 

4.2. If there are some matching concepts in geo ontology they will be added in the query after users 

choose any of them. After getting the matching concepts (CGEO) from the Geo ontology all the child 

nodes or parent nodes can be added to the query but that will increase the size of the query too 

much. So, rather than including all the children/parent we are showing the complete hierarchy of 

the tree for the selected node to the user. So if ‘Eindhoven’ was entered in the query then ‘The 

Netherlands’ and ‘Noord-brabant’ are also shown to the user. The user can add/remove anything 

he wants in the query. All the selected terms will be added to the query Q
GEO

. If the user does not 

change anything then the exact matches from geo ontology are added. The resulting new query  Q 

=Q+ Q
WN

+ Q
TVA

+ Q
GEO

 

 

 

Input Q
TVA

 =  {t1, t3,  Syn (Cwn (t1)),  Syn (Cwn (t3))} 

Action Search will be performed  in Geo ontology for all the input terms  

Output CGEO (t1), CGEO (t3) 

Input {t1, t3,  Syn (Cwn (t1)),  Syn (Cwn(t3))} 

Action User can keep {CGEO (t1)} and {CGEO (t3)} or add new concepts to the query.  

Output Q
GEO

 =   { t1, t3,  Syn(Cwn(t1)),  Syn(Cwn(t3)) , CGEO(t1) , CGEO(t1) } 
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Figure 13 Refinements with Geo Ontology  
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3.3. Query Execution and Ranking 
 
After the previous step of query refinement we have been able to assimilate the relevant terms for the 

query. Next obvious step is the construction and execution of the query itself. Main steps involved in the 

result presentation are:- 

 

1. Query execution on the meta-data server (8. Query Execution ) 

After the refinement is done the last step in retrieval process is the query execution .The query Q= Q + Q
WN

 

+ Q
TVA

 + Q
GEO 

is send to the meta-data server. As the data on the meta-data server is in XML format we 

have to create X-Queries for searching in to meta-data. For each term t in Q, an X-Query XQ (t) will be 

constructed. The meta-data server processes this query and in turn gives a set of packages. The retrieved 

packages are in random order. Between every original term and its matches in different ontologies Boolean 

OR is used. In addition to this Boolean OR is used in between various original terms as well. 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14 Query Execution on Meta-data server 

 
 
After the execution of the refined query a number of packages will be retrieved. But the relevance of some 

packages is more than others. The order of the resulting packages in computed according to their 

relevance. To determine the relevance of the packages weights are calculated for all of the search terms 

Input { t1, t3,  Syn(Cwn(t1)),  Syn(Cwn(t3)) , CTVA(t1) , CTVA(t1),  CGEO(t1) , CGEO(t1) } 

Action Make Union query between various terms 

Output Q =  {t1 || Syn(Cwn(t1)) || CTVA(t1) || CGEO(t1) } ||  

{t3 || Syn (Cwn (t3)) || CTVA (t3) || CGEO(t3)} 

Display Packages

Send the refined query 

to meta- data server

Calculate rank of the 

Packages for display

3
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because, all the terms in the query are not equally important. We expect that in general original term finding 

is more important than extended terms so we gave more importance to the original terms.  

 

In our system some importance is given to individual terms which are called Importance Factor (Im). 

Importance Factor is always between 0.00 and 1.00.   The Importance Factor assigned to each terms are:- 

 

• For all the original terms Im will be 1.00. As the original terms are given by the user so they have 

maximum Im.  

• For all the matching terms from WordNet, TV-Anytime and Geo Im will be 0.8.  

 

In addition to this for every term in the extended query it is important to consider what user’s preference is. 

So, the user model is checked for the presence of these terms. As mentioned in section 2.3 the User Model 

contains user’s interests and other information related to their preferences. The user interest can contain 

Genre like ‘Non-Fiction’ but it can also contain terms like ‘Tom-Cruise’ or ‘cooking’. In addition to the user’s 

likes, the User Model also contains user’s interest level for the particular term. In addition to the interest 

subject their interest level is also extracted from user profile. We are referring interest level as Interest 

factor (In). 

 

Weight of the term is determined by Importance factor (Im) and Interest factor (In). As these two factors are 

can affect the choice of packages so, the Weight (Wt) of the each term is calculated by multiplying them i.e.  

Im * In. If a term is present in the query and in the user model as well then it will influence the order of 

package containing such a term. 

 

 

2. Sort the results in order of their relevance and display them (9-11. Sorting and Ranking ) 

 

Next step in the result presentation is sorting of the retrieved packages. To give rank to packages their 

frequency (f) and Item count (IC) is computed. The packages are in XML format so the XQueries are 

executed on them to retrieve the relevant information. As explained in section 2.1 the packages are 

composed of multiple Items and Items are composed of component. An item can be an audio, video, 

webpage or any other thing. It is important to consider how often a term occurs in different Items within a 

package. This gives us a hint about the topic of the package. 

Input   In(t1) and  Im(t1) and   In(t3) and  Im(t3) 

Action Calculate the weight of the term  

Weight (t1)=  In (t1) *  Im (t1) 

Weight (t3)=  In (t3) *  Im (t3) 

Output Weight(t1) and  Weight(t3) 
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For each term from the refined query Item Count (IC) is computed which, tells us how many Package Items 

contain one particular term. It can be possible that one term is present in only one item but other is present 

in 3 or 4 items. That means the package is more related to the second term. Similarly the frequency of the 

term in the package is also important so queries are executed to find the frequency of all the terms in the 

query in the retrieved packages. With these frequencies a Query Vector (Qp) is generated which contains 

term, their weights and the frequency in a package (P). 

 

 

From previous steps we have obtained a refined query, Importance Factor, Interest factor and the 

frequency and the Item Count of each term in the package now, we have to display the results. The results 

should be displayed in descending order of relevance. So the most interesting results should be on the top.  

 

To calculate the rank first all the terms are sorted on the basis of their weights. The term with the maximum 

weight is ranked on the top. The package having the maximum Item count for the highest weighted term 

would be on the top. But if two terms have the same weight then one of them is chosen in random to be the 

top package. If for a term Item count is same in two packages then the frequency in these packages is 

chosen as the criteria for their rank.  

 

The resulting packages are shown to the user on the user interface. Query refinement here is an Iterative 

process. If the user is not satisfied with the resulting packages they can modify the query by changing the 

query terms any time during the search.  

 

Example Query: Suppose the user query is ‘news’. As mentioned earlier with all the terms the Importance 

factors are added. For the original term ‘news’ the Im is 1.00. The original term ‘new’ exists in WordNet with 

5 senses. 

1. Sense 1: a message received and understood.  

2. Sense 2: a program devoted to news 

3. Sense 3 : new information about specific and timely events 

4. Sense 4: information reported in a newspaper or news magazine 

5. Sense 5: the quality of being sufficiently interesting to be reported in news  bulletins 

 

Input { t1, t3,  Syn(Cwn(t1)),  Syn(Cwn(t3)) , CTVA(t1) , CTVA(t1),  CGEO(t1) , CGEO(t1)}  

and { P1 ….Pm } 

Action Find Frequency and Item Count in of each term of query in each Package. 

Output New Vector Qp1 =< t1, Weight (t1), f (t1), IC (t1), P1…m >. 

Qp2 =< t3, Weight (t3), f (t3), IC (t3), P1…m >. 
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And the Synonyms for all the Senses are: 

1. Sense 1 Synset: news, intelligence, tidings, word 

2. Sense 2 Synset: news , news program, news show 

3. Sense 3 Synset: news 

4. Sense 4 Synset: news 

5. Sense 4 Synset :newsworthiness, news 

 

All the senses of the term ‘news’ are shown to the user. And the synonyms of the selected sense are 

included in order to make a refined query. In this case suppose user selects Sense 2 which is ‘a program 

devoted to news.’ Then the respective synonyms i.e. ‘news’, ‘news program’ and ‘news show’ are 

included in to the query.  

 

After the selection the query will be ‘new’ and ‘new program’ and ‘news show’. Im for ‘new program’ and 

‘news show’ will be 0.8. But if user does not select any sense  then the query will be ‘news’, ‘news program’, 

‘news show’, ‘intelligence’, ‘tidings’, ‘word’ and ‘newsworthiness’.  

 

After getting the results from WordNet ontology matches are obtained from TV-Anytime ontologies. For 

these terms matches in TV-Anytime are: 

� ‘news’  : News, Daily news, Special news/edition. 

� ‘news program’ : There will not be any match for ’news program’ in TV-Anytime. 

� ‘news show’ : There will not be any match for ‘news show’ in TV-Anytime as well. 

 

So the final query after the refinement from the TV-Anytime will be ‘new’, ‘new program’, ‘news show’, ‘daily 

news’, ‘Special news/edition’. The value of Im for ‘daily news’ and ‘Special news/edition is 0.80. There is no 

match for the terms in Geo ontology so nothing is added to the query. 

 

Next step in the search is to execute the query on the meta-data server. Weights for all the terms are 

calculated in order to know the relevance of the terms. Suppose the user model contains term ‘news’ with 

interest Level 5 and ‘Special news/edition’ with interest level 8. That means user is more interested in 

‘Special news/edition’. In case there is no match in the user model the value of Im is set to minimum value 

i.e. 1. So if we consider the previous query again the weights will be: 

 

‘news’    : 1.00*5 = 5.00 

‘Special news/edition’ : 0.80*8 = 6.4 

‘news program’   : 0.80*3 = 2.4 

‘news show’   : 0.80*3 = 2.4 

‘Daily news’  : 0.80*3 = 2.4 
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As mentioned above for each term from the query Item Count is also calculated.  Suppose in package 1 the 

term ‘news’ appears in 3 items and ‘Special news/edition’ appears in 4, ‘news program’ appears in 1 

and ‘news show’ appears in 0 and ‘Daily news’ in 1. For ordering packages in the user interface weight 

(Wt) of the term, their frequency, ( ft ) and their Item Count (ICt ) is used.  The overall weight, frequency and 

Item count is shown below:- 

 
Terms  Weight Package Info 

(P1) 

Package Info 

(P2) 

Package Info 

(P3) 

 Frequency Item 

Count  

Frequency Item 

Count 

Frequency Item 

Count 

Special 

news/edition 

6.4 20 4 10 4 10 6 

News 5.00 10 3 2 2 7 2 

Daily News 2.4 12 4 2 1 14 3 

new program 2.4 20 1 12 3 7 5 

news show 2.4 0 0 4 2 5 2 

 
Table 1 Package Information table 

 
After query execution on meta-data server suppose, we get three packages. Then for each term in the 

query Item count, frequency is determined in the package.  

 

The list is calculated on the basis of the weight. The Item count of highest weighted term is maximum in 

package 3 so we don't have to compare its Item count with other terms. So, the package 3 will be listed on 

the top. Then we look at the Item Count in the rest of the packages. For the package 2 the Item Count is 4 

and for package 1 the Item count is again 4 so the frequency is used to rank them. The frequency in the 

Package 1 is 20 and in package 2 it is 10 which make the package 1 on higher position than package 2. 

The overall list will contain Package 3, Package 1 and Package 2. But if the Item Count for a term in any of 

the package is zero then we look at the term with the lower weight to calculate the rank of remaining 

packages. 
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3.4. Design Decisions  
During the design of the above algorithm I faced few questions. Below I have tried to capture the reasoning 

behind the important decisions made during the algorithm development. 

 

 

o Which term should be added to the query?  

In general, ontologies have a hierarchical structure. This allows maintaining relationships such as 

generalization or specialization with respect to a particular concept. Graphically seen, ontologies allow us to 

move “up”, “down” or “horizontally” from a node. For example in the case of WordNet synonyms of a term 

are at the same level, hyponyms of a term are its specializations, while hypernyms are its generalization. In 

TV-Anytime ontology for a Genre like ‘Music’, a particular type of ‘Music’ like ‘Classical Music’ is its 

specialization. Other way around, ‘Music’ is generalization of ‘Classical Music’.  

 

During my design, I had to make a choice about how to utilize this feature of the ontologies for the best of 

our application. We should add more specific terms to the query to get better results. Potentially, we can 

add several generalized or specialized terms for the original term but this can turn out be very inefficient. 

Not all terms bring benefit to us like it is not very useful to add hypernyms (generalized terms) in the query 

because it is very unlikely that while the search the user will need generalized terms in the query. For 

instance, if the user is looking for ‘car’ then most likely he is not looking for other kind of vehicles like ‘train’ 

or ‘bus’. If we add more generalized terms like ‘vehicle’ to the query then in the results we will get ‘train’ and 

‘bus’ as well which is not what the user was looking for. This would reduce the precision drastically, though 

in some cases where packages related to ‘vehicle’ cover ‘cars’, would be retrieved as well. 

 

In addition to the low precision the other disadvantage to add many terms in the query is high processing 

time.  Therefore, in case of WordNet we are restricting our self only to the synonyms. We resolve this issue 

by giving the user the possibility to choose what level of support he/she needs from the ontologies. By 

default, in case of WordNet only the exact matches of original terms are added to the query. Since the 

expected number of matched in TV-Anytime and Geo Ontologies is limited, all the partial matches of the 

given term are selected as well. 

 

o What should be the order of the ontologies?  

In the refinement process explained above, the WordNet ontology is used before any other ontology so that 

we can use the derived terms from WordNet to find additional matches in TV-Anytime and Geo ontology. 

For example user gives a term  ‘funny videos’  there won’t be a direct match of ‘funny’ in TV-Anytime or Geo 

ontology but if we add synonyms from WordNet first then ‘comedy’ will be added to the query and we will be 

able to find Genre ‘Comedy’ in TV-Anytime.  
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Since, there is no overlap between TV-Anytime and Geo ontology, any additional terms derived from TV-

Anytime ontology will not be present in Geo ontology and vice versa. This implies that order of TV-Anytime 

and Geo ontology does not matter.  
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Chapter 4 

System Design  
 

This section provides a detailed architectural view of the Query Refinement module in the context of overall 

system. We begin by describing briefly the complete architecture of system in section 4.1. The overall 

architecture gives a clear view of the software structure of the system and relationship between main 

application and its supported components. In the section 4.2, we will describe the architecture of the 

Package Search related modules.  

 

4.1. Overall architecture 

 
The architecture of complete system is depicted in Figure 15. To increase the flexibility and maintainability 

of the system the system architecture is using a component based approach. As mentioned earlier 

Passepartout is being executed in collaboration with multiple universities and companies, which contribute 

to different parts of the system. TU/e is responsible for the parts which are indicated in the diagram below. 

The system is divided into various components. The main tasks of each component are explained in the 

following section. 
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Figure 15 System Overview 
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� Application: The Application component handles the user interface. It provides all the possibility for the 

user to input command and the data. Most of its communication goes through the TV-Anytime interface. 

It provides functionalities like forwarding query requests to the TV-Anytime interface (“search” & 

“resolve”), and displaying the results after interacting with metadata server and CRID authority.  It also 

requests the content from the Content component and notifies the user about the status of the content 

availability. The application layer directly communicates with the personalization layer and the player.  

 

� Personalization:  The main purpose of the personalization component is to handle search and filtering. 

It takes the user request from the Application component and processes the query with the help of User 

Model server and Ontology server. Since every user has different views on what is important and what 

is not, the personalization component considers the user’s interests and other information before 

displaying the results.  

 

In addition to search functionality, filtering is also part of this layer. The contents are retrieved with the 

help of Content component and are shown on the user with the help of Application component. Before 

displaying the results, the result needs to be filtered and ranked according to their relevance which is 

also handled by personalization component.    

 

� Services: Services are external to the system which allows distribution of concerns among various 

parties.  

o Meta-data service: The Meta-data service provides meta-data corresponding to the packages. 

The system can send a request to the server in the form of a query and in response it gets a set 

of packages.  

o CRID-Authority: As was discussed in section 2.1, the CRID-Authority resolves the CRID of a 

package into multiple CRIDs or locators. 

o User-model service: The User model service stores User profiles and User contexts. The 

purpose of the User Model Service is to provide a general interface giving access to 

repositories filled with user related information. It keeps track of all the users by holding their 

information like their preference or context. Since the User model service is external it is 

possible to exchange user profile and other information with different user-adaptive systems.  

o Ontology service: The ontology service provides the knowledge to understand the description 

of the content. It provides the semantics of content by managing online ontologies. The 

Personalization component and the user model service uses ontology service for getting the 

conceptualization and semantics they need to carry out their task. 
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o HandVu Server: In addition of normal input devices like mouse or keyboard the system works 

with hand recognition as well. The HandVu component handles the different hand gestures for 

various operations. It passes the user request to the HandVu server that actually handles the 

request and gives response to it. 

 

� TV-Anytime: The function of TV-Anytime interface is to pass the requests from personalization 

component and the player to the Content component. TV-Anytime component communicates with 

CRID-authority and the meta-data server.  The main tasks of the TV-Anytime component are handling 

the communication with Local CRID Authority, Local Package Handler and Local Metadata Service. In 

the following section these functions are described in brief : 

 

o Local CRID Authority: The Local CRID Authority supplies the system with communication 

possibilities with the remote CRID Authority. This implies that the system is able to resolve 

CRIDs and request CRIDs for created packages and components remotely. 

o Local Package Handler: The Local Package Handler helps in creating and manipulating 

personal packages. Personal Packages are created by the users and usually are on user’s 

internal storage but if the user wants to make them public they can publish it. The second role 

of the Local Package Handler is to supply the system with packages obtained from remote 

locations which can be consumed by the user. 

o Local Meta-data service: The main role of the Local Metadata Service is to provide descriptive 

information regarding packages and content. The service accepts submitted CRIDs and returns 

corresponding metadata back to the system. 

 

� Content: The Content component actually retrieves the packages from different locations. It gets the 

locator from the TV-Anytime component and will check whether the contents can be retrieved from the 

underlying media or not.  The content component first checks the requested content on the local disk 

and if the requested content is not present on the local disk then it retrieves form the other location. 

While retrieving the content it will update its parent component about the progress of the retrieval. 

When the retrieval is finished, the parent component will be able to access the content for playing or 

execution. The Content Handler can also be used to share (for example self created) content with other 

people having a similar system. 
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4.2. Query Refinement Architecture  

 
Now that we have described the complete system architecture we can move to the design of the query 

refinement. From the requirement of the system various use cases are derived which are described in the 

section 4.2.1. Next section contains the sequence diagrams of various use cases. Section 4.2.2 contains 

the design of the refinement system with package diagram and the class diagram.  The last section 

contains some of the decision made during the design of the algorithm design. 

 

4.2.1. Use Cases 

 
Use cases define the context and the overall functionality of the system. It describes a sequence of actions 

between the system and the users in a particular environment and related to a particular goal. It consists of 

a group of elements that can be used together in a way that will have an effect larger than the sum of the 

separate elements combined. The use case should contain all system activities that have significance to the 

users. The actors in the system can be users or computers or some other hardware component. The solid 

arrows are used to show the association of the user and the use cases. The pointed arrow is used to show 

the generalization of one use into another. In the system various use-cases are possible. All the use cases 

related to Query Refinement are discussed below. The actor in the case will be the end user of the system. 

Each use case describes some functionality and how the system interacts with the user to achieve the 

functionality. Some of these use cases are for the end user but some of them are for the system. The 

various Use-cases are shown in the following diagram:  
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Figure 16 Use Case 

 
Use Case 1. User logs in to the system: In order to access the various functionalities of the system the 

user must first log into the system. The users log in with the help of user Interface.  

 

Use Case 2. Enter the search terms: After logging into the system the user is presented with multiple 

functions. He/she can choose to search for a package by selecting the search functionality. 

Thereafter, he/she is presented with an interface where search terms can be entered. 
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Use Case 3. Query reduction: In order to remove the irrelevant terms from the query the search terms 

obtained from the user are removed from the query. 

 

Use Case 4. Query Expansion: The query expansion is performed in order to provide the possibility of 

making the user query unambiguous. The users can choose to refine their search terms.  

This step will add semantically related and additional contextual information to the query.  

 

Use Case 5. Query Construction and Execution: After the refinement of the search term the user can 

search for the packages. When the users asks for packages the relevant packages needs 

to be retrieved from the meta-data server. The meta-data takes an XPath and makes an 

XQuery from it and returns the set of packages.  

 

Use Case 6. Sort and display the packages: The resulting packages are displayed on the user 

interface. Packages are sorted in the order of their relevance to the user. For this the User 

models are retrieved to see the importance of various terms. The result of the search 

package is the set of packages. The resulting packages are displayed on the user 

interface. 

 

Use Case 7. Logout: The user can leave the system any time they want. For this user needs to logout 

of the system. 

 

The use cases are best understood in the conjunction with the sequence diagrams. These have been 

provided in the Appendix III. Sequence Diagrams 

 

4.2.2. Package Diagram and Class Diagram 

 
Figure 17 shows the package diagram which depicts the different packages in the system and the 

relationships between them.  Within the packages, some of the important classes are depicted.  
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Figure 17 Package diagram 

 
Figure 18 show the classes for the query refinement system, its interrelationship with other components. 

The methods related to search and query refinement can be found in the class QueryRefinement which is 

contained in the package adminClient. Most of the data structures related to the QueryRefinement class like 

QueryInfo, SearchString, TermInfo, and OccurenceCount etc. are located in Utils (nl.tue.client.utils) 

package.  

 

Some of the basic system wide user defined data types e.g. OntoItem are accessed from the package 

datatypes. The methods in QueryRefinement class are dependent on the methods in class 

BoxApplicationServer for functionality like Ontology access. The BoxApplicationServer handles the 

communication between Query Refinement, Ontology server, User model server and meta-data server. 

 

The user interface itself is located in the Presentation package where from the query refinement process is 

invoked. The execution is logged into a log file using the class BluIsLogger which belongs to the package 

nl.tue.bluis.utils. 
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Figure 18 class Diagram 
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Chapter 5 

Implementation  
 
This chapter explains how the developed plan for the system covered in previous chapter is implemented 

into the actual application.  The chapter is divided in to three sections. Firstly, there is a description of the 

languages and other application used as the basis of the implementation. The second section describes the 

implementation details.  It also describes how the query refinement component is implemented including 

some important data structures that are used in the system. The last section covers the various functions 

supported by the system with the help of the use cases discussed in previous section. 

5.1. Programming languages and the libraries 

 
The code is generated in Java 1.5. Some specific libraries are used in order to assist the implementation 

task. The libraries are used for various purposes like for better visualization or language manipulation. This 

section gives a brief introduction to the language and libraries used in the system. Query refinement is part 

of a complete system where the entire component needs to communicate with each other. Query 

refinement is part of the personalization component. It is the extension of the work done by some previous 

students so the choice of the language was not an option. The entire system was based on Java in order to 

make the system to run on various platforms. 

 

Saxon 

Saxon [40] processor is schema-aware XQuery as well XSLT processor. We are using Saxon to process 

XQueries (for calculating the frequency and the Item count) embedded in the java application, to compile 

and execute XQuery. XQJ [41] (XQuery API for Java) has many similarities with JDBC, and its general style 

is that of a client-server API in which the application opens a "connection" to a database.  

 

In Saxon results can be achieved in different forms like query can produce a document as its result or can 

serialize the document directly to console or the query can produce a sequence as its result and returns the 

sequence to the Java application. The sequence then can be output by wrapping the items in a document, 

with wrapping elements indicating the type of each item, and serializing the resulting document.  

 

Saxon allows the applications to be written using a rule-based design pattern, in which the application 

consists of a set of rules of the form "when this condition is encountered, do this processing". It is an event-

condition-action model in which the events are the syntactic constructs of XML, the conditions are XSLT-

compatible patterns, and the actions are Java methods. Further, the action taken when these rules are fired 
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may include evaluation of XPath expressions, providing a higher-level access mechanism than raw 

navigation of the tree. 

 

Lucene  

Apache Lucene [36] is a high-performance, scalable information Retrieval library written in Java. Search 

capabilities provided by the Lucene are straightforward and very easy to use.  Originally it was written only 

for java but now it has been translated into languages like Perl, C#, C++ as well. 

 

Lucene itself is not a search engine rather it is used by the search engines to perform functions like full text 

indexing or stemming. We are using lucene only for the stop word removal and stemming. Lucene contain 

various classes like IndexWriter, Document. The Analyzer is specified in IndexWriter and is responsible for 

preprocessing the text. It is used for extracting tokens out of the text. It provides the facility to skip stop 

words. The Analyzer can also some deal with conversion of tokens to lowercase letters, so that searches 

aren’t case-sensitive. Lucene provides various Analyzers like WhitespaceAnalyzer, SimpleAnalyzer, 

StopAnalyzer, StandardAnalyzer and SnowballAnalyzer. The WhitespaceAnalyzer is the basic one where 

tokens are generated from string on every white space and the search was case sensitive.  SimpleAnalyzer 

can split the text at non-character boundaries like @ or & etc. The StopAnalyzer is like SimpleAnalyzer but 

it also removes the stop words from the text. SnowballAnalyzer reduces the words to the common root. Like 

if the text is sleeping it will change it to sleep. But some times it changes the text in to wrong form like 

laziness will be changed to lazi. We are using StandardAnalyzer because it can remove stop words and 

take care of case sensitivity as well. 

 

XPath  

XPath (XML Path language) [17] is W3C recommendation language used for querying the XML documents. 

XPath can be used to navigate through the elements and the attributes of the nodes. In addition to 

accessing the elements XPath also provides various functions like manipulation of strings, numbers and 

Booleans etc. XPath [32] uses a compact, non-XML syntax to facilitate use of XPath within URIs and XML 

attribute values. XPath operates on the abstract, logical structure of an XML document, rather than its 

surface syntax.  

 

Semantically XPath is closest to SQL query language. The syntax of the XPath is very similar to the path 

used in normal file system which contains a folder and then a file name. The nodes are accessed by series 

of steps, each of which consists of an axis (such as child, ancestor, or attribute), a node test (like name of 

the element or a node type such as text ()), and an optional predicate (like equality test). For querying the 

meta-data server we need to create XPath expression for all the query terms. For all the terms in the query 

we are not only looking at the elements in the package XML we are looking in the attributes. But we know  
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the package structure already and the package XML contains the Genre information in the attributes so for 

the TV-Anytime matches in the query search is only carried out in the attributes of the XML 

 

XQuery 

Like XPath, XQuery [33] is also a W3C recommendation for extraction of data stored in XML format. The 

extraction can be carried out from the database or from a document. XQuery can be used to manipulate 

both XML and non-XML data. XQueries can be used to extract information from web services and to 

transform XML document in to XHTML. XQuery is built on XPath expression. XQuery can also be compared 

to SQL. Like SQL is for relational database XQuery is used for XML. XQuery and XPath both are used for 

the same purpose but XQuery provides more functionality than XPath like function definition. In fact, 

XQuery can be viewed as a generalization of XPath. We are using XQueries for extracting information for 

calculating the rank of the package. 

 

SeRQL  

RDF (resource description framework) [Definition 15] is standard way to represent and exchange the data in 

semantic web. In the RDF is model where every statement has three parts mainly subject, predicate and 

objects. In RDF statements are like:-  

 

<Book1> <author> “Schildt”  

 

Where, ‘Book1’ is the subject, “Herb Schildt” is the object and the relationship (predicate) between these 

two is by ‘author’. 

 

RDFS [27] is a schema language which defines the vocabulary of domain terms and the relationship 

between them. In RDFS we have classes and the properties. In SenSee the User model is stored in the 

RDF model so we need to use query language which can access the underlying structure. There are a 

many RDF query languages available like RQL, RDQL, SPARQL, and SeRQL. From a number of 

languages we chose SeRQL because its syntax is very simple and it combines the best features of all RQL, 

RDQL and N3 languages and it has a very efficient implementation for Sesame as well.  

 

SeRQL (Sesame RDF Query Language) [30] is a query language for querying RDF models. SeRQL queries 

can also be understood best if we think them in the terms of the directed graphs. The basic of these queries 

are the path expressions which represents the path of the RDF graph for example the above RDF 

statement will have a path expression like 

 

{Book} author {“Schildt”} 
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Multiple expressions can be combines together to form query. Queries in the SeRQL can be performed in 

two ways: by using Select or Construct. The select concept is used when we want to return a table of 

values or set of variable-value combination while if we need a RDF graph as the output the Construct is 

used. The details of the syntax of SeRQL can be found in [20]. SeRQL was developed as the part of 

Sesame system which is an open source java framework used for querying, storing and reasoning about 

RDF and RDFS. Sesame supports various backend like Native storage, RDBM or main memory. In SenSee 

system Sesame repository is used for storing, and extracting RDF in different serialization formats mainly 

for the User model. 

5.2. Implementation details of Query Refinement 
 
For the query refinement class it is very important to store all the information about one term like its weight, 

its frequency and so on. In order to make the implementation easy some data structures are created. The 

main data structure used for the QueryRefinement class is called SearchString at contains information 

about the complete query. 

 

The Figure 19 explains the main structure SearchString. First array contains the list of original keywords 

entered by the user obtained after stop word removal. Each element in the array points to a list which 

contains the term, its importance factor (which is fixed as explained in the section3.3), its weight, its 

synonym and ontologyList. 

 
For all the original terms synonyms will be null in this list because at this time we do not have any 

synonyms. A Synonym is also a vector which contains more information than just a string. It contains 

information about the synonyms like URI, string, its comment and so on. The OntologyList contains the list 

of various ontologies used in the system i.e. WN, TVA and GEO. Each element of the list points to the same 

data structure again the only difference will be that the OntologyList will not contain any thing. 
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Figure 19 Data Structure for Query Refinement 

 

The structure is made in such a way that in the future the addition of more ontologies does not affect the 

QueryRefinement structure at all. It will be very easy to extend the refinement process. It will not only help 

the addition of new ontology rather adding new things from the existing ontologies will be very easy as well. 

For example right now we are adding only the synonyms from the WN but in the future more things can be 

added to the system then we don’t have to make changes from the scratch again.  

 
    Figure 20 Basic data structure used for Ranking 
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To display the packages we need to sort them in a particular order. For this we have made data structures. 

In the above diagram the first array we call it TermInfo stores information that is relevant for calculating the 

rank of a package.  

 

Term which is a string is used as the reference between SearchString and the TermInfo. So every term 

which is selected by the user as relevant term refers to one TermInfo. First element of the TermInfo is term 

which is a string for referring element, second element contains its calculated weight and the third element 

is again a List which points to another data structure called TerminPackageInfo.  

 

We want to refer to every unique package so the structure contains unique reference to the package which 

is a CRID and Item count and frequency of the term every package. So, if there is n number of packages 

then we will have n elements in this list. With this kind of structure it will be easy to extend the ranking 

easily. To calculate the rank first we sort the list TermInfo on the basis of second element i.e. weight. From 

this sorted list then we extract the last element which is the OccurenceList which actually points to 

TerminPackageInfo. The list obtained in sorted on the basis of their Item Count but if two terms have same 

weight we sort the list again on frequency. 

5.3. Use Case implementation  
 
All the use cases mentioned in the chapter 4 are implemented according to the design and the techniques 

and the methods specified earlier.  

 

Use Case 1. User Logs in to the system. Existing users in the system will be shown in the first screen of 

the SenSee as shown in the Figure 21. The users can login as individual or in the group. The search 

results are given to the user by considering the user model so, it is very important to know that who is 

using the system now. The user profile contains the option for the primary language of the user. As 

the user logs in to the system the interface is adapted to the logged in user. In all the screen shots the 

user ‘John’ is logged in and his primary language is English but other languages like Dutch, French, 

and Spanish are also supported. 
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Figure 21 User Login Screen 
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After logging in to the system user can choose one out of four operations as shown in the screen capture in  

Figure 22 which are Search, User Info, Preference and logout. The User Info option can be used if they 

want to see their personal information. In the Preferences tab the user can see and update their personal 

preference. Operations of Search and logout are very obvious from their names. The users can leave by 

pressing the button Log out. All the user models will be updated according to the use of the system. 

 

 
 

Figure 22 various operations Available for user 
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Use Case 2. User can enter search terms: After selecting the search tab from the previous screen user 

can search for the desired packages. The user will get a new screen which is depicted in Figure 23 

where the user can enter the relevant terms for their search.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 23 Search screen 
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Use Case 3. Query Refinement: The search term entered by the user is refined with WN, TV-Anytime 

and GEO ontology and the results are displayed. The results for the term entered in the previous 

screen i.e. ‘news’ is shown in the diagram Figure 24. For the term WN matches are shown in the first 

panel then the TVA matches and then Geo matches. In order to make it easy for the user to see the 

matches, all the matches are highlighted and are shown in the status panel as well. The complete 

hierarchy is shown on the user interface so that if later user wants to change his/her query they can 

perform it easily without difficulty. For this case there was no match for the term ‘news’ in Geo 

ontology so as explained in section 3.2 we try to find user’s current location by considering his/her 

user model and displayed that in the user interface but if the user thinks that it can affect his query he 

can deselect the term and similarly he can add/remove other terms from the results. If they want to 

add more terms that is also allowed by clicking on any node. The senses can be seen by moving the 

mouse over the term as shown in the diagram below. 

 

 
 

Figure 24 Query Refinement  
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Use Case 4. Sort and display Packages: In order to see the actual results users have to make choices 

as in mentioned in the user case 3. When they are satisfied by the terms in the query they have click 

on the button ‘search for the package’. Sorted list of packages will be shown to the user as shown in 

the Figure 25 .The Titles of the packages will be displayed. These titles are extracted from the Basic 

description element of the package XML. The users can see inside the packages by clicking on them. 

By clicking on the title all the items inside the package will be displayed in the upper right side of the 

screen and if the user want to see inside the item as well then they can click on the title of the Item 

and all the component inside the selected item will be displayed in the lower right hand of the screen. 

In the selected package here there is only one item and in the selected item there is only one 

component.  

 

 
 

Figure 25 Sorting of Packages   
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Chapter 6 

Performance Analysis    
 
Performance analysis of Package Search strategy was carried out in order to determine the quality of the 

implemented algorithm. The best way to evaluate the performance and quality of system is to do some user 

study and ask the users to actually use the system. Since the available time was not sufficient to perform 

the user study, so I used statistical analysis instead. The two criteria taken to evaluate the system were 

namely execution time and relevance of the results. These criterions are discussed in detail below:- 

 

Execution time:  The performance of the system can be measured by determining the time taken by the 

system in performing various functions. We have divided the total time into three parts:- 

 

1. Refinement time: It is the time taken by the system to take the query, remove the stop words and find 

all the matching terms in all of the ontologies. 

2. Query Execution time: Query Execution time is the time taken by the meta-data server to execute the 

query and give back the relevant packages. 

3. Ranking time: As the name depicts ranking time is the time required by the system to sort the packages 

in the order of their relevance. 

 

The execution time was measured by varying the number of terms in query from one to four. For every, 

query time was measured ten times to have an average value. The results of this measurement are shown 

in Figure 26 where a graph is plotted between the number of terms and total time (in millisecond) taken by 

the system to search for the packages. The queries used for evaluation are mentioned below:- 

 

1. News 

2. Music show 

3. Totally Boyband live (name of a show) 

4. Documentary on big structures of London 
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Figure 26 Time Vs Number of terms 

 
Refinement Time: Figure 26 depicts that the refinement time varies with number of original terms in the 

query though the relation is not linear. After analyzing the results we found that the most important thing 

which affects the refinement time is the number of matches found in the ontologies and number of their 

synonyms. If we look at the Figure 27 the graph shows the trend in the refinement time with the number of 

matched terms from the ontology.  

 

During the refinement the query is enhanced with matched terms from various ontologies. Both the exact 

and the partial matches of terms in query are considered. So, for instance if we consider the case of query 

‘news’ not only different senses of ‘news’ are retrieved rather partial matches like ‘Business news’ or 

‘television news’ are also retrieved, which affects the refinement time. These matched terms are from all of 

the three ontologies. Usually in this list of matched term WordNet dominates the most, there are not so 

many matches in TV-Anytime and Geo ontology.  

 

As can be seen in Figure 26 the refinement time is more in the case of second query i.e. ‘Music show’ than 

any other query. The reason for the high refinement time is the large number of matches for the both of the 

original query terms.  There were 57 matches only for the term ‘Music’ and one of the matches there were 

10 synonyms which make total matches to 67. Similar is the case of second term ‘show’ there were 37 

matches and again its synonyms were 10. This leads to total of 114 matches from the ontologies. From this 

observation we can infer that the refinement time depends very much on the choice of words. For instance, 

in the case of third query total matches for three terms including synonyms were only 53 and similarly for 

last query there are total 89 matches that obviously lead to less time than second query. 
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As shown in the graph, the matches in the ontology can be more than 100 as well. This results in 

refinement time up to 20 seconds which is more than the total execution time in a normal search engine. 

One of the factors contributing to this is the communication delay in retrieving the matches of ontology that 

is stored on the ontology server. This can be improved partially by restricting ourselves to only the exact 

term and not using the partial matches. On the other hand if we totally exclude this option we will loose the 

flexibility of the system. This can probably be solved by giving an option in the user interface, where the 

user can say whether they need only the exact match or the partial matches as well. Normally when a user 

gives a query they have some idea what they are looking for. So, if the user has entered ‘news’ probably 

‘newsroom’ or ‘newsreader’ is not among topics of his/her interest. In addition to this some time can be 

saved by postponing the finding of synonym to after the selection of the term by the user. 
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Figure 27 Refinement time Vs. Number of extended terms 

 

 
Query Execution time: The execution of the query is carried out on the meta-data server. From the Figure 

28 we can see that the execution time is affected by the total number of terms in the final query. After the 

query refinement is complete, additional terms are shown to the user. From these options the users can 

narrow down or expand their search by selecting the important terms. For instance, in the case of last query 

i.e. ‘documentary on big structures in London’ we have included 15 terms in the query. The selection of so 

many terms made the execution time to almost 11 second. This of course can be reduced if the user makes 

a proper selection of the relevant sense.  
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Figure 28 Execution Time vs. number of added terms 

 

 
Ranking time: As depicted in the Figure 29 the time taken to rank the packages is dependent on the 

number of packages retrieved. Though the time is increasing with number of package retrieved still it is in 

the acceptable range. Of course it also depends on Boolean operator in the query. Currently we are using 

OR between all the query terms. Instead if would use AND operator the number of packages retrieved 

would be much less and hence a lower ranking time. 
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Figure 29 Number of packages vs. Ranking Time 
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Relevance of the results: 

 

The evaluation of the quality of the results is very challenging without the actual users. These terms are 

very subjective and depend upon individual’s perception. Some people call one thing relevant and other 

calls it totally irrelevant. However as I could not manage to do the user study so, I decided to go for a simple 

approach i.e. using observation by ourselves, as I could easily point out some of the problems I found while 

the evaluation of the SenSee system. To measure the success of the refinement I considered three cases: 

� Number of hits occurred during the basic search i.e. search without using ontologies.  

� Number of hits occurred during search if only WordNet ontology is used. 

� How many hits occur when all the ontologies are used?  

I took 14 random queries and looked at the recall and precision of the search results.  

 

Recall: Recall is the ratio of the number of relevant packages retrieved to the number of relevant packages 

available on the meta-data server.  

Precision: Precision is the ratio of the number of relevant packages retrieved to the number of relevant and 

number of irrelevant packages retrieved.  

 

The packages available on the meta-data server are mostly related to the television programs on BBC so 

the queries were related to them. First, I dumped all the packages from the server on the local disk to see if 

the server has some packages related to the query or not. Then I counted the number of packages relevant 

to that query. Queries used for the evaluation were:-  

 

Query 1. Comedy 

Query 2. Celebrity marriages 

Query 3. Altering rooms 

Query 4. Funny videos 

Query 5. Documentary on Animals 

Query 6. Winter games 

Query 7. Music shows 

Query 8. Travel program 

Query 9. World Business 

Query 10. World weather 

Query 11. Aryan 

Query 12. Program related to latest automobile 

Query 13. Program for young children 

Query 14. Wildlife programme 
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Case 1: Evaluation for the basic search  

In the first case we performed the search without using any ontology. During the search, query reduction 

was done (whenever required) and then the query was sent to the meta-data server. As I was expecting the 

results contained many irrelevant packages. The results were good in some cases like in the case of Query 

11 because there were only few relevant packages and all of them were with the exact term. So, all of the 

relevant packages were retrieved and recall was high. In other cases, like query 5 some of the packages 

did not contain the exact/partial term given by the user but they had semantically related term/Genre which 

could not be retrieved. That is the reason why in half of the queries the value of recall is very low.  
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Figure 30 Precision vs. Recall without any ontology 

 

 
Case 2: Evaluation of refinement with only WordNet 

To see the added value by WordNet ontology search was performed by adding terms from WordNet 

ontology only. With the addition of WordNet the recall was very much improved but the precision remained 

almost same as the precision obtained in case 1 or rather decreased in some of the cases. Even the recall 

was not as high as I was expecting because the quality of WordNet ontology that is used at present leaves 

much to be expected. 

 

WordNet should be used in the system if we want to improve the recall but the penalty for that will be the 

low precision. For example for the case of Query ‘celebrity marriages’ the server had packages for both 

‘celebrity wedding’ and ‘celebrity marriage’. With the use of WordNet we were able to add ‘matrimony’, 

‘wedlock’, ‘Spousal relationship’, and ‘wedding’ to the query. This gave us all the relevant results but some 

irrelevant results were added because ‘celebrity’ was also modified with the synonym ‘Famous person’ 
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which gave us a bunch of irrelevant results. Handling such issues while the query refinement is very difficult 

though it can be handled while ranking or filtering of the packages. As mentioned in before recall can be 

further improved by using Boolean AND while making the final query. 
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Figure 31 Precision vs. Recall with only WordNet 

 
 
Case 3:  Evaluation of refinement with all the ontologies 

The next case considered for the evaluation of the system was to measure the quality of the results 

obtained from the refinement algorithm. As shown in Figure 32 the results obtained are quite satisfactory 

because the recall is very high. TV-Anytime ontology is the main reason for improved recall here. For 

instance in the case of query 1 ‘Comedy’ from WordNet  some related terms were added in to the query  but  

the server had some relevant packages where neither ‘Comedy’ nor its synonym were present in the text 

rather the Genre of the package was ‘Comedy’. As we were using TV-Anytime ontology as well we got the 

relevant packages which were not retrieved in case 1 and case 2. We have assumed that the author of the 

package will annotate the package with the meaningful Genre which can help a lot while the search. There 

was not much improvement in the precision of the results it remained almost same case2.  
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Figure 32 Precision vs. Recall with all the ontologies 

 
 
From this analysis we can infer that the WordNet ontology is providing a possibility in adding semantically 

related terms to the query. TV-Anytime is supporting the refinement by adding the Genre which helps in 

getting the semantically right information. The important thing about TV-Anytime ontology is that either the 

query terms should match to any Genre or synonym should match any Genre otherwise TV-Anytime can 

not improve the refinement results at all. While the analysis we found that the ranking approach used in not 

that effective. Though most of the relevant packages were retrieved but the position in the list was not as 

expected. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
 

In the last chapter if the report is divided in to two sections. The first section contains important conclusions 

and the second section contains few recommendations for the future work. 

7.1. Conclusions 

 
In the context of Passepartout project, it was foreseen that over time a large number of packages would be 

constructed and become available for the consumer. This would make it more and more difficult for the 

consumers to find the information he/she is seeking. So, an effective package retrieval mechanism was 

essential for the success of the system.  

 

When I started the project, one version of the system prototype was already available but that was not using 

actual packages for search and the use of ontologies was also minimal (for example WordNet was not 

being used). So, if for a given query some semantically related information was present in the content, it 

was not retrieved. In order to overcome this problem, we have proposed an ontology based query 

refinement algorithm. 

 

Initial focus of the project was on the study of TV-Anytime specification. I did a thorough investigation on the 

concept of packages, their structure and relation of the various components within a package with each 

other. After a couple of months, my focus shifted to the work on query refinement.  

 

Within the context of query refinement, it was important to explore the various ontologies. I developed Geo 

ontology for Europe which was modified and later on loaded onto metadata server. Initially, I also observed 

that loading of WordNet used to take a considerable time. This was resolved by using split up version of 

WordNet. Separating the synonyms and senses, helped in reducing the load time. In last phase of the 

project, the problem was completely solved since the Ontologies were moved to a server and I could query 

this server instead of loading these ontologies locally.  

 

As discussed in section 4.1.1, various terms from WordNet can be added to the query but I decided to add 

synonyms only. Similarly for TV-Anytime and Geo by default only the matching terms are added to the 

query but user is provided with the possibility to add more terms if he/she wants to.  

 

In addition to providing the facility for adding related terms we have tried to give personalized content by 

using the user profile. To get relevant results weights are given to the query terms.  For every query we look 
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in the user model if the user likes the original query term or any of the extended terms. The weight of the 

term was calculated by considering the user’s level of interest in the term. This implies that if any term 

appears in user profile then the package containing that term will have the higher ranking. We expect that 

over the years as the user profile builds up the system will be able to provide personalized and more 

relevant results.  

 

After the evaluation of the results, I found that it is productive to use WordNet and TV-Anytime ontology. 

WordNet provides help in enhancing the meaning of the query term. TV-Anytime can help in those cases 

where either the term or the synonym belongs to TV-Anytime Genre. If a match is found in TV-Anytime this 

ensures that at least all those packages will be retrieved that have the same genre as the matching term. 

So, if the user searched for ‘Music’ though the package does not contain term ‘Music’ directly but its Genre 

is ‘Music’ it will be retrieved.   

 

In case of WordNet the query refinement depends mainly on the choice of the sense which needs 

interaction with the user. So if the user makes a wrong choice then the effectiveness can be very low. 

Senses were used for getting the right context of the word but that does not help in removing the irrelevant 

results because the original terms are always kept in the query. It does not matter which sense is selected 

by the user the final result will have results with different senses of the original word. For example if for the 

original term was  ‘bank’ user chose the sense ‘financial institute’ then synonym of  ‘financial institute’ are 

added but since we can not remove ‘bank’ from the query the results will have packages with ‘river bank’ as 

well. This problem can partially be resolved by giving higher rank to those packages which contain as many 

synonyms as possible of the selected sense in addition to the original word. This way if a package contains 

the term ‘bank’ and synonyms of ‘financial institute’ it will be ranked higher as required.  

 

During the thesis focus remained very much on TV-Anytime and WN ontology, the use of Geo ontology was 

very limited. In fact there is not much added value by having it at least not in the form it is being used now. 

The only case where it brings some advantage is where the user can choose any location from the list and 

add them to query. The other use of having geo is that from user context the current location of the user is 

also added to the query. This is based on the assumption; the user would prefer to view local contents. 

 

In the last phase of the project my main focus was on the analysis of the performance of the system. During 

the analysis the main problem was the lack of the contents. The actual packages became available quite 

late. The packages during the analysis were not varied enough as they had only one item. In addition, there 

were also a few issues with the meta-data server. The package meta-data is stored on SQL Server 2002, 

which apparently does not support some of the functionalities like regular expression and case in-sensitive 

matching. In order to overcome this issue I had to add multiple variations of the same term to account for 

capitalization. 
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The most important conclusion of this thesis is that with the use of ontologies we observed an increase in 

recall as compared to search without any ontology while the precision levels remain almost the same. The 

conclusion is supported by the analysis provided in chapter 6. It might be argued that though the recall 

values is high the most relevant packages do not appear on the top of the result list this can partially be 

attributed to a weak ranking algorithm.  
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7.2. Suggestion for future work 

 
While the work done in the system improves the performance of the results, still there are many things that 

can be done to extend the refinement. There are few recommendations for the future work:  

 

� Better use of Geo ontology: As mentioned before the use of geo ontology is not explored in detail. 

If we found some geo term in the query it is not very efficient to add all the neighboring countries or 

cities in the query. One of the topics for the future investigation could be to explore how Geo 

ontology can be used effectively.  

 

� Use of Time ontology: In the beginning of the project we decided to use Time ontology as well. 

We know that the system will be used by the home viewers and the user query can contain terms 

like today’s program or program in the evening etc. So it could be useful to interpret these terms 

and find the packages that contain time related terms. In the future time ontology can be also added 

to the query easily. 

 

� Visualization: As the main focus during the thesis was on refinement and improvement the 

performance of the results so less focus was given on the user interface. A lot of improvements can 

be done on the user interface. Firstly, the user interface currently displays all the senses of the 

original search terms in the form of a list but as the number of words in the query increases the 

displaying the list becomes a problem. Even with two three words it becomes totally unreadable. 

This problem can be solved in the user interface by displaying only the exact matches and 

collapsing the partial matches under an icon for example.  

 

Second, the user interface can have the option for adding time related information. Some study can 

be done to find out what options will be best to put on the user interface. The main advantage of 

putting this facility in the interface will be that we do not have to parse the query to find the time 

related information. For example we can show a calendar to select the date or a pull down menu 

with entries like today, tomorrow. Yet another way to solve this would be to develop an enhanced 

query language with special constructs for providing time related information. The limitation of this 

solution will be that user will have to learn this language to use the system.  

 

� Improved Ranking algorithm: The ranking algorithm developed in the system is not very effective. 

So a better ranking algorithm can be used. In addition to ranking filtering can also be done on the 

results before showing the results to the user. Currently our ranking algorithm is occurrence count 
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oriented, in addition it should also consider number of different terms which are matched in the 

package. So if all the terms from original query are found in a package it should be ranked higher.  

 

� The success of this search strategy is very much dependent on TV-Anytime Genre annotations of 

the packages. In order to support the proper execution of the system I think it would be worth while 

to provide a service which checks for the proper annotation of the packages, make 

recommendations to the user if it finds mismatch. 
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Appendix I.  Definitions 
 
1. Advance search       In case of advance search Query Refinement is performed with both QE and 

QR. In our case we are using the Ontologies to expand the query. 

 

2. Antonymy  Antonyms are kind of semantic relation that holds between two words that can 

express opposite meanings 

 

3. Basic search            Basic search is the search which is carried out without Query Expansion (QE) 

but Query Reduction (QR). The results are obtained just be taking the user 

input and finding the input terms into packages and if there is any package 

that contains the term from the user query it will be displayed in the results.  

 

4. Hypernym               Hypernyms are words that refer to broad categories or general concepts like 

‘Car’ is hypernym of some specific car like ‘Ford’. 

 

5. Hyponym A hyponym is a word that describes things more specifically like ‘Ford’ is a 

Hyponym of ‘Car’. 

 

6. Locator Locator points to the actual location of the content. 

 

7. Meta-data Data about data is called meta-data. It is the additional data used to describe 

data in details. 

 

8. Ontology  Ontology is the working model of entities and interactions in some particular 

domain. It defines vocabulary terms of a domain so that information can be 

shared easily. 

 

9. OWL The OWL Web Ontology Language is designed for use by applications that 

need to process the content of information instead of just presenting 

information to humans OWL was designed to provide a common way to 

process the content of web information (instead of displaying it). 

 

10. Package Package is a collection of content that in some way are related. Various 

components in this context can be any kind of digital material such as video, 

audio or textual files.  
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11. Query Query is of set of terms. It can be a single word, phrase or set of words 

characterizing the information a user seeks from the system. 

 

12. Query Expansion Query Expansion (QE) is a process where semantically related terms are 

included to the query in order to retrieve relevant results. For example for the 

query term movie can be extended by the terms ‘film’, ‘picture’, ‘pic’, ‘flick’, 

‘moving picture’, ‘motion picture’. 

 

13. Query Reduction Words which are not so important but they actually reduce the accuracy of the 

results. Those words can be removed from the query without destroying the 

meaning of the actual query.  For example the user query is ‘The University of 

Eindhoven’ then after the query reduction the query will be ‘university 

Eindhoven’.  

 

14. Query Refinement Query Refinement is a process where new query is generated from the user’s 

query that more accurately reflects the user’s information need. Query 

Refinement consists of two steps Query Reduction and Query Expansion. 

 

15. RDF RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a language that is used in the 

Semantic web to model meta-data about the resources of the web. RDF 

statements are nothing more than statements that consist of Triples because 

everything in RDF is a statement with Triple i.e. subject, property and object. 

 

16. RDFS RDF Schema is a language for describing vocabularies in RDF. RDF Schema 

is a semantic extension of RDF. It provides mechanisms for describing groups 

of related resources and the relationships between these resources. 

 

17. Sense Senses are textual description that explains the use of the word 

 

18. Stop words Stop words are the common words that typically modify other words in the 

query but carry no inherent meaning themselves, such as adverbs, 

conjunctions and prepositions. Stop words are words like {the, a, an, is, on, 

that, this, how ….}. 

 

19. Synonym Synonyms show the two concepts having the same meaning. 
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20. User Context User Context captures information about user’s devices, user’s location, and 

user’s mood. User context can be defined as a description of the aspects of 

the user’s situation. 

 

21. User Model A standard user model is a standard data model of a service end user. User 

modeling permits to select relevant information and provide personalized 

services for a given user. User Model consists of two things User profile and 

User Model. 

 

22. User Profile User profile contains personal information of the user. It defines various 

attributes of the users. For example it contains information like what users 

prefer and what not or what it is able to do. 
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Appendix II.  Abbreviations  
 

1) CRID  : Content Reference Identifier 

2) DNS  : Domain Name Service 

3) DVB  : Digital Video Broadcasting 

4) HDTV  : High Definition Television 

5) IMI  : Instant Meta-data Identifier 

6) IR  : Information Retrieval 

7) ITEA  : Information Technology for European Advancement 

8) JDBC  : Java Database Connectivity 

9) MPEG  : Moving Picture Expert Group 

10) OWL  : Web Ontology Language 

11) RDF  : Resource Description Framework 

12) RDFS  : Resource Description Framework Schema 

13) RQL  : RDF Query Language 

14) SeRQL  : Sesame RDF Query Language  

15) TVA  : TV-Anytime 

16) URL  : Uniform Resource Locator 

17) XML  : eXtensible Markup Language 

18) XPath  : XML Path Language 

19) XQJ  : XQuery API for Java 
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Appendix III. Sequence Diagrams 

 

1. Use case Query Refinement  
 

 
Figure 33 Use case Refine Query 
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2. Use case Query creation and Execution  

 

QUERY CREATION AND EXECUTION

User

UserInterface QueryRefinement

ModifiedSearchString

ModifiedSearchString

addSelectedTermsToQuery

BoxApplicationServer

constructXpath

searchPackage(XPath)

ResultPackages

sortPackage()

Ranking

SortedPackages

SortedPackages
SortedPackages

 
Figure 34 Use case Query construction and Execution 
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3. Use case Rank package 
 

RANK PACKAGES

QueryRefinement OccurenceCount BoxApplicationServer

getItemCount()

ItemCount

getFrequency()

Frequency

createAndExecXQuery()

createAndExecXQuery()

getUserInterset()

userInterset

calculateWeight()

sortTerms()

Ranking

sortedTerms

sortPackage()

sortedPackage

 
 

Figure 35 Use case Rank Package
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